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About Giveth
A Community of Makers — Building the Future of Giving — A Galaxy of Initiatives to drive Blockchain for Good

Welcome to Giveth. We are a community focused on making the world a better place through the use of blockchain
technology. Our flagship product, the Giveth Donation Application (DApp) will be an integral part of the Commons Stack
project, and is striving to bring new governance models into the nonprofit space. We created the Giveth Galaxy to foster a
larger network of organizations that will help us Build the Future of Giving we envision. Right now most of our efforts are
focused on building the Commons Stack, which will allow us to realign incentives for any public good by creating
microeconomies around causes you support. We are the Giveth Decentralized Altruistic Community (Giveth DAC), and we
hope YOU will join us.
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Giveth DAC (GDAC)

Description:

Decentralized. Altruistic. Community. Giveth is a community of Makers that is building the Giveth Galaxy, our
ever-extending collection of initiatives that is driving Blockchain for Good innovation. Giveth strives to model the
DAC concept as one of the first non-profit blockchain based entities.

Stakeholder(s):
Ethereum Community :
We have many partnerships in the Ethereum Community. Many
use our smart contracts, some have been audited by us, others
are Givers, all of them are our friends.

The Commons Stack :
We are building commons-based microeconomies to sustain
public goods through incentive alignment, continuous funding
and community governance.

Datafund :
Datafund protocol guards personal data, provides safe storage
and enables ethical data exchange. Individuals create their own
datafund to reclaim, own and manage their data.

blockchain for Humanity :
We advance the use of Technology and place it at the service of
Humanity with Purpose-Driven Leadership

Swarm City :
At its core Swarm City is a blockchain based marketplace with a
built in reputation system.

Status :
Status is a secure messaging app, crypto wallet, and Web3
browser built with state of the art technology.

MyEtherWallet :
MyEtherWallet (our friends call us MEW) is a free, client-side
interface helping you interact with the Ethereum blockchain.
Our easy-to-use, open-source platform allows you to generate
wallets, interact with smart contracts, and so much more.

Aragon :
Aragon gives internet communities unprecedented power to
organize around shared values and resources.

Alice :
Alice is a decentralised platform for the social finance sector.
We help impact investors, governments and nonprofits to cut
transaction costs and share verified impact data.

CanYa :
CanYa is an open ecosystem of decentralised applications for
the peer-to-peer services marketplace. By using blockchain
technologies, CanYa has very low fees, global access, and

cross-border payments that will disrupt the $2tn global
gig-economy.

SALT :
Accelerating the world’s ability to embrace cryptocurrency and
utilize its value.

MyCrypto :
MyCrypto.com — a free, open-source interface for interacting
with blockchain

district0x :
A network of decentralized markets and communities. Create,
operate, and govern. Powered by Ethereum, Aragon, and IPFS.

Maker DAO :
Dai is a stable, decentralized currency that does not discrimi-
nate. Any individual or business can realize the advantages of
digital money.

Alibre :
Alibre.io Mission — Facilitate financial inclusion via access-
ible services.
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Vision
The world becomes a better place

Mission
To make the world a better place through the use of blockchain technology.

Values
Decentralization: Giveth pushes Decentralization -- Giveth is the primordial DAC of the DApp and models this
through internally and externally stimulating decentralized Governance initiatives and experiments for future DACs.
Giveth experiments with decentralized Communication initiatives for future DACs

Altruism: Giveth promotes Altruism -- Giveth is building a DApp, a completely free, open-source platform for DACs,
a disrupting force that can decentralize and facilitate altruism. Giveth supports many other decentralized Social
Coding initiatives that are adding value to the world but may not have a direct profit motive.

Community: Giveth believes in the power of Community Giveth believes there can be no true change without
Community. That is why the Giveth DApp strives to enable trust within communities by increasing transparency and
accountability through blockchain technology. Giving should be all about connecting the Givers with the Makers, the
people who are making the change, and creating true and lasting connections between both. Giveth is more than the
sum of its parts: while decentralized, our shared values create the energy and inspiration needed to make the world a
better place. We call ourselves the Giveth Unicorns. We call the entirety of the 4 Giveth circles (Dapp Development,
Social Coding, Governance, Communication) the Giveth DAC.
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1. Donations
Create free, open-source platform for donations.

_60038222-b687-11ea-97dd-d4943083ea00

Giveth DApp (Beta) — The Donation Application — Giveth is re-engineering charitable giving, by creating an
entirely free, open-source platform, built on the Ethereum Blockchain. Our system cuts out bureaucracy and enables
contributors to create a high level of transparency and accountability towards donors, who we call 'Givers'. At this
moment we are not accepting any new projects as we are actively building out the Commons Stack project.
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2. Public Goods
Realign incentives around public goods.
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The Commons Stack — Realigning incentives around public goods — The people behind Giveth and BlockScience
have joined forces to build the next logical step in the evolution of the Giveth ecosystem: the Commons Stack. We
envision a world where public goods are valued for the benefits they deliver to the communities that use them. For this
reason, we are building commons-based microeconomies to sustain public goods through incentive alignment,
continuous funding and community governance. Our library of open-source, interoperable web3 components will put
effective new tools in the hands of communities, enabling them to raise and allocate shared funds, make transparent
decisions, and monitor their progress in supporting the Commons.
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3. Governance
Serve as a breeding ground for governance experiments.
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Governance Exploration — Improving the Ethereum Commons — Giveth aims to be a breeding ground for
governance experiments and make these accessible to the outside world through the use of blockchain technology.
With the Giveth DAC we are experimenting and documenting anything that could be useful for future decentralized
communities like ours (through concepts like Holacracy, RewardDAO, Liquid Pledging and more). At the same time,
when we run into problems with our projects, we look outwards and unite people through initiatives such as scaling,
signaling, block explorers and the decentralization of everything!
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4. Social Coding
Cultivate learning and support innovative projects, with a focus on blockchain for (social) good.
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Social Coding — An Open-Source Playground — Welcome to the living and breathing core of Giveth, where we
cultivate learning and support innovative projects, with a focus on blockchain for (social) good. We created a safe
space for altruistic developers to talk about their passion projects, and help them recruit or find help and guidance from
peers. We have served as an incubator for many of the projects in our Galaxy (DAppNode, BrightID, TennaGraph ...)
and this is only the beginning. Come and talk to us.
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5. Projects
Support new ideas and push for community approaches to problem solving.
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Galaxy Projects — Built with Friends — We support new ideas and push for community approaches to problem
solving. All of the below projects we see as an integral part of the Giveth Galaxy: developed both in word and action
by Giveth Unicorns. Some Planets are circling very close to the core community with many shared tools and team
members, other Stars are finding their own way, all of them get our full support.

5.1. Whitehat Group

Support the Ethereum Security Task Force.

Stakeholder(s):
Ethereum Security Task Force
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5.2. Camp Decentral

Experiment with decentralizing everything.

Blockchain Philosophy-Focused Burning Man Camp — Decentralize all the things! Burning Man is a social
experiment with radical sharing, it is a fascinating playground for impromtu economies and our mission is to
bring the blockchain to the burn and vice versa. Motto: Camp Decentral was run as a Giveth campaign by
longtime burner and decentralization enthusiast Griff in 2017. Be ready for the second edition in talks and
original thinking about transforming modern society to a post-industrialist plan-b type situation.
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5.3. Iden3

Create and manage self-sovereign identities on public blockchains.

Decentralized Identity Management Solution — Identities of the future run on Iden3 — Iden3 is an open-source
set of tools for creating and managing self-sovereign identities on public blockchains: Identities that allow you
to prove things about yourself while safeguarding your right to privacy.
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5.4. DAppNode

Facilitate running nodes, DApps and hosting P2P networks and economies.

Your Personal Node for the Decentralized Web — Your node, plug & play — DAppNode facilitates running
nodes, DApps and hosting P2P networks and economies
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5.5. DATT

Podcast talks and discussions in the world of decentralization and blockchain technology.

Decentralize All The Things Podcast — A podcast network bringing you cutting-edge talks and discussions
from major conferences in the world of decentralization and blockchain technology.
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5.6. Xchange-Rates

Provide currency exchange rates.

Currency exchange rates for a given day

_60038dee-b687-11ea-97dd-d4943083ea00

5.7. Space Decentral

Build a decentralized space program.

Open-Source Space Agency — TO SPACE, TOGETHER We are building a decentralized space program,
connecting engineers, artists, scientists, and future astronauts, to devise and fund next-generation space
initiatives.
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5.8. Bright ID

Allow users to prove that they’re only using one account.

Verification via Trust Circles — Identity is a human right. BrightID is a social identity network that allows you
to prove that you’re only using one account. It’s the holy grail of digital identity.
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5.9. Tennagraph

Create/collect network sentiment.

Ethereum Signal Aggregator — App for creation/collection of network sentiment for better Ethereum
governance. Enabling more perspectives through: Coin Voting, Gas Voting & Rated influencer stances.

Administrative Information
Start Date:
End Date:

Publication Date: 2020-06-24
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Submitter:
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